SEBO DART - FAST, LIGHT AND POWERFUL

SEBO DART A TRUE PROFESSIONAL

A company steeped in skill, intelligence and pure genius spanning
over 25 years brings us the SEBO DART. SEBO, the global leader in
commercial uprights, has sold over 3 million vacuum cleaners since
its foundation.
A SEBO vacuum cleaner is the intelligent choice for commercial environments. They can be relied upon to consistently provide professional cleaning
performance, day in, day out. Renowned for their reliability, durability and
outstanding performance their “Made in Germany” label is a worldwide symbol for excellence.
The DART extends the SEBO range, offering professional performance in a
lightweight, versatile and easy to manoeuvre machine.
The SEBO DART is designed to be agile, user-friendly and to achieve superb
cleaning results quickly, easily… and economically. With two brush widths
available – 31cm (DART 1) and 37cm (DART 2) the DART is ideal for both
small and large areas.

Carpet manufacturers recommend SEBO....
....and not just for red carpets. Although many of the worlds’ corridors of power are cleaned
with a SEBO, daily cleaning with SEBO vacuum cleaners will ensure the appearance and
longevity of any commercial carpet or flooring.

SEBO DART VERSATILITY

Quick release cable The quick-release
cable hook is designed to be flush with
the rear of the DART, letting the
machine go as low as possible for under
furniture cleaning. A 9.5m cable length
allows for an extensive cleaning range.

Flat to the floor design
The 15cm height when flat enables the DART to clean
under furniture and other hard to reach places.

Detachable suction unit
When detached from the power head the DART
transforms itself into a lightweight, powerful
suction machine which can be carried around
with its comfortable carrying handle.*
Easy and hygienic bag
change The bag drops easily
into position and is firmly
fixed in place when the cover
is closed. The sealing cap
ensures that all dirt and dust
is safely secured when handling the bag.
The “Flex” neck of the DART gives 90°
vertical and 180° horizontal movement,
providing superb manoeuvrability for
fast cleaning around obstacles.

* The illustrated dusting brush is an optional extra.

SEBO DART FILTRATION
Air filtration – Design and
function as one
S-Class-filtration provides the
DART an advanced filtration
system in a distinctive
appearance. The large surface area of the exhaust filter
diffuses the airflow and also
absorbs motor noise.

Filtration – All round clean air
Indoor air quality is important for people
and for equipment. The right vacuum
cleaner is essential to achieve this. The
DART comes as standard with a 3-stage
filtration system of proven effectiveness.

Easy brush change
No tools are required to remove the cassette-style brush roller making cleaning
or replacement easy. The double helix
design of the brush also gives superb
brush action.

Certified Filtration Quality
The S-Class-Filtration system meets the
demanding requirements of asthma and
allergy sufferers, because fine dust particles
are firmly retained inside in the machine and
not released into the air.
Three stages of filter clean the air before it
is exhausted.
(A) Stage one consists of the sealable 3layer filter bag. This effectively retains bacteria, allergens and other potentially harmful
substances for safe disposal.
(B) The second stage is the Motor Filter,
positioned underneath the filter bag which
also protects the motor.
(C) The final filter is made of electrostatic
material. With a huge surface area of
1648cm2, it captures even the finest particles to ensure the exhaust air is clean and
pure.

SEBO DART AND DUO

The SEBO DART is suitable for every area.
Whatever type of flooring you may have, carpet or
hard, one simple click will enable you to choose the
option which best suits you; the SEBO ET power
head, or the SEBO KOMBI combination nozzle.

The DUO dry carpet-cleaning system For effective
spot, carpet and upholstery cleaning – without water.

SEBO ET
Every floor has its highs and lows. An electronic
guidance system indicates the correct height setting for optimum cleaning performance. With four
levels to choose from all flooring types are covered. The electronics will also shut off the motor
should the brush becomes blocked.
The brush roller can be easily removed; to clean
or replace, simply push a button. A soft bumper
protects against knocks. 31cm (DART 1) and 37cm
(DART 2) widths are available to suit your requirements.

SEBO KOMBI
SEBO have developed this combination nozzle
especially to meet the demands of commercial
use. Suitable for carpet and hard floor it is
designed to move easily over the floor and features
eight stainless steel cross struts on the base to
protect against wear. The natural-bristle brush is
shaped to optimise performance and give effective
edge suction.
The SEBO KOMBI is available as an extra for DART
1 and 2. The DART 4 (complete with the KOMBI but
not the ET) also features electronic suction control.

The DUOs’ contra-rotating brushes open up the carpet
pile and allow the DUO-P carpet cleaning powder deep
into the carpet pile and around its’ fibres for optimum
cleaning results.

Duo-P One idea – many advantages
A cleaning system with no unpleasant odours, no waiting time for drying, no shrinkage, just excellent results.

SEBO DART TECHNICAL DETAILS / PRODUCT FEATURES
TECHNICAL DETAILS

PRODUCT FEATURES

› Vacuum motor:
Brush motor DART 1:
Brush motor DART 2:

1300 Watt Max
175 Watt
200 Watt

› Filterbag:

3-layer

› Filter volume:

3.5 l

› Cable:

9.5 m

› Working width:
› Weight:

DART 1:
DART 2:
DART 1:
DART 2:

31 cm
37 cm
6.7kg
6.9kg

› “Flex” neck
› S-Class filtration
› On-board hose
› Crevice nozzle
› 4-level height adjustment
› Auto shut-off, if brush jammed

Your SEBO dealer:

SEBO (UK) Ltd, The Merlin Centre, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3QL, Tel. 01494 465533. Fax. 01494 461044 www.sebo.co.uk
Specifications may be subject to change, all details correct at time of printing.

